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Abstract — Research into mind-matter interactions (MMI) investigates the
possibility of some sort of relationship between the consciousness of living
beings and external material systems, mediated by mechanisms beyond those
we presently understand. This paper presents a conceptual basis for experimental strategies in the investigation of such effects. Twelve different classes
of interpretations of evidence are presented and described. An observer-centered communication model is developed for use in designing MMI experiments and its application described. It is linked to three kinds of ESP designs
(restricted choice, free response and somatic) and three kinds of PK designs
(discrete outcome, stable system and static system). Some measurement issues in MMI research are raised, relating to evaluation of the null hypothesis
and the concept of psi-missing.
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Introduction
Research into mind-matter interrelations (MMI), in the sense presented by
Atmanspacher in his introduction to this issue, investigates the possibility of
some sort of relationship between the consciousness of living beings and external material systems, mediated by mechanisms beyond those we presently
understand. Such a relationship is suggested by instances in which conscious,
experienced internal (mental) events are inferred by observers to correlate
with external, material events, under circumstances which should preclude
conventional means of linkage or communication between them. For present
purposes, these will be regarded as MMI effects. These instances include
spontaneous, unplanned experiences; informal but deliberate attempts to induce such effects; as well as attempts to elicit the effects in controlled laboratory experiments. It should be noted that in some contexts MMI effects suggest causal interaction, thus going beyond the issues raised, for instance, by
mind/brain correlations, which may or may not involve a direct interaction.
For such effects to be added to the extant corpus of scientific knowledge,
they must be amenable to systematic observation and conceptualized in a way
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enabling experimentally testable predictions. To conduct experimental studies
of MMI, one must demonstrate evidence for the effect, show that it is not readily interpretable through known mechanisms (thus representing anomaly), and
produce measurements sufficiently valid and reliable to allow process oriented
research to take place. This in turn is necessary to allow the development of
models of what such phenomena are, rather than merely what they are not. The
rest of this paper will explore a set of existing strategies, drawing from the literature of experimental parapsychology. It will regard experiments as systems,
composed of interactive components, and will use the definitions employed by
the Koestler Parapsychology Unit of the University of Edinburgh to illustrate
one kind of systematic approach.
A Conceptual Basis for Experimental Strategies
When the Koestler Chair of Parapsychology was set up at Edinburgh, its declared intention was to further objective scientific research into: “the capacity
attributed to certain individuals to interact with their environments by means
other than the recognized sensory and motor channels.” We have come to define parapsychology as “the study of apparent new means of communication,
or exchange of influence, between organisms and environment” (e.g. Morris,
1996). By “new” we mean in the sense of not presently recognized by consensus science. Two main categories have generally been employed in the literature. In extrasensory perception or ESP, the organism appears to receive information or influence from some aspect of the environment. In “psychokinesis”
or PK, the organism appears to exert an influence upon some aspect of the environment. ESP is sometimes further divided into telepathy, in which one individual appears to receive information or influence from the thoughts or experiences of another; clairvoyance, in which an individual appears to receive
information or influence from a physical object or event; and precognition, in
which an individual appears to receive information or influence from a future
event or experience. ESP is sometimes referred to as anomalous input, anomalous cognition or receptive psi; PK comparably can be regarded as anomalous
output, anomalous perturbation, or emissive psi. Although these two categories can be conceptually distinguished as separate potential capabilities, in
practice, as will be seen below, they can be difficult to separate experimentally. Together they are often referred to as psi, with the possible exception of
telepathy, should telepathy be construed as an interaction between consciousnesses without matter as an intermediary.
For present purposes, psi effects can be regarded as the same as MMI effects. If we are to draw inferences about new means of interaction, it can be
important to understand the various classes of interpretations that can be
placed upon instances which appear to represent MMI effects. In each case we
are talking about situations in which a mental event is observed to resemble an
external environmental event, such that they appear to be linked in some way,
and yet there do not appear to observers to be any obvious known means of
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linkage between the two.
Several kinds of interpretation can be offered for the various observations
suggestive of MMI. Below are some of the main general categories of interpretation:
 Coincidence. Two events will often resemble each other just by chance.
We are notoriously poor judges of how often correspondences in the
world around us are likely to occur without any causal connection. Diaconis and Mosteller (1987) give a clear description of the many problems involved in evaluating the role of coincidence in daily incidental
events. In controlled studies it is important to define the domain of potential correspondences of interest in advance, so as to allow application
of statistical models to assess the likelihood that any set of observed correspondences would have occurred by chance.
 Poor observation. Sometimes our crucial observations are inaccurate
(e.g. Wiseman and Morris, 1995a). Our senses were not working well or
the conditions for observation were poor. Perhaps we did not know
where or when to look. Or, our observations were only partial, as we did
not realize the importance of additional observations. Thus we may miss
a possible causal linkage between the two events.
 Misunderstanding of observations. Our observations may be accurate
but we are not knowledgeable enough to interpret them. We do not know
about certain electrostatic effects or what the heat of the hand can do to a
stopped watch. We may not think to apply our knowledge to the present
situation, not recognizing its potential applicability. Or, we may make
simple reasoning errors in all innocence.
 Poor storage and retrieval of memories. Our memories may be poor
when it comes to reconstruction of events, which at the time may not
have seemed important to us. Problems can occur either during the consolidation and storage of information or during recall and recognition.
 Self-deception. If motivated, we may have a desire to observe evidence
for or against the existence of certain effects. This may lead us to deceive
ourselves by biasing our observational strategies, where and when we
pay attention, and so on. We may have a selective memory favoring confirmatory events. We may engage in intentional misprocessing of information, self-deceptive analyses, and so on.
 Deception by others. Sometimes we can be victimized by deliberate
tricksters motivated to produce false evidence. There is a sizeable literature on the fraudulent production of MMI effects. Frauds have devised
many strategies for interfering with observations, for renegotiating the
interpretations of events more favorably after the fact, even for deliberately producing patterns in the data of whatever sort might be of interest
to the observers. Deception can occur in the stage of reporting observations as well. A recent guide to the literature on such strategies and how
to deal with them can be found in Wiseman and Morris (1995b).
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 Biological distortion of processing. The processing of information by
our brains can be biased by internally and externally generated chemicals including diet, sleep conditions, disease, or traumatic brain damage.
All can affect our sensing, perceiving, higher processing, storage and retrieval, as well as formation and implementation of intentions. In more
extreme cases we may experience hallucinations, thought disorders, disorders of volition, and so on (see Neppe, 1993, for an overview of brain
dysfunction, psychopathology, and anomalous experience). Such distortions may affect the experiences of an individual such as to make that
person appear to themselves to be showing MMI effects; or they may
lead an external observer to attribute MMI effects to others.
 Functional distortions of processing. Information processing can also be
strongly distorted in individuals who have acquired a powerful belief
system and have carried it to the point of a delusional system (e.g. Oltmans and Maher, 1988). Sometimes such distortion is enhanced in part
by neurophysiological problems as in those mentioned above, which
contribute to the formation of the beliefs, but then the beliefs and consequent distortion of processing can take on a life of their own.
 Hidden natural causes. Sometimes there can be causes in the system that
are hidden from the observers such that these causes would not be evident through the usual strategies of selecting what observations to make.
The observer may not know of the existence of certain system components that are in fact exerting an influence.
 New application of existing principles. As science progresses, we learn
new facts and new principles, without necessarily learning all the ways
that these principles can be applied. Some forms of animal communication were mysterious until they came to be understood as involving
sonar, itself only recently understood at the time. Certain substances
such as medicinal plants or metals may have properties that are presently
not yet known but when understood will be seen to involve no truly new
principles.
 Presently unknown natural causes. Under conditions apparently sufficient to rule out the above ten categories and all presently understood
natural processes, do any effects remain? If so, can they be studied such
as to develop an understanding of the new natural processes involved?
This area is generally regarded as the province of experimental parapsychology and is where MMI research would also be located.
 Causation beyond nature. Is there anything left after the above, e.g. anything truly beyond the laws of nature as we will come to understand
them? This is the realm of the so-called “supernatural.” In principle
there may well be, depending on how we define the laws of nature. In
practice it may be impossible ever to do anything more than discover effects for which there are not yet known natural laws. And of course science continues to provide non-supernatural interpretations of effects
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formerly regarded as potentially supernatural by some observers. Certain issues such as the “Hard Problem” of the mind-body debate (e.g.
Chalmers, 1996) do remind us that we cannot yet demonstrate that consciousness itself (and associated concepts such as qualia and will) is determined solely by natural laws. At any given level of apparent lawfulness there may be hidden lawlessness lurking below; at any given level
of apparent lawlessness there may be rich lawfulness hiding just out of
sight. In general, the very amenability of an effect to experimentation
serves as an indicator that it is at least in part lawful. The processes of
systematic scientific research, by which effects are demonstrated, models developed and tested, aims to address natural causation and can have
little to say about any truly supernatural causation, should any such
exist.

A Communication Model for Designing MMI Experiments
Components of the Model
One of the most convenient ways to look at the diversity of events and experiences that have been interpreted as MMI effects is to insert them into a simple communication model (Morris, 1980). ESP becomes the flow of information or influence from a target source in the environment to the receiver
organism, despite the presence of barriers between them that should prevent
all currently understood channels of communication. PK becomes the flow of
information or influence from a source organism to a target receiver in the environment. Constructing experimental designs to elicit and explore evidence

Fig. 1. A model of factors affecting an observer’s assessment of the likelihood that MMI has
occurred.
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for MMI effects then becomes a matter of understanding the various factors
that can influence such communication systems and our observations of them.
To organize our understanding of the many factors involved, we need a model
of what goes on when we interpret a set of events as indicating MMI. Figure 1
illustrates such a model, modified from Morris (1986). It can be regarded as a
system having various component subsystems that may contribute to an observer’s assessment of whether or not MMI has taken place. It can be applied
to either ESP or PK.
The observer is the person (not just a physical apparatus) who forms a judgment about whether or not MMI has taken place, on the basis of information
derived from the other components of the system.
If the organism is being evaluated for ESP, then we attend to its experience
as reflected in its behavior, or just to the behavior itself, to see if it appears to
have received input from an external event. This may take the form of a behavioral choice among alternatives, a verbal report of one’s experiences, a physiological response, and so on. Comparably if we are looking for evidence of PK,
then we ask whether the organism’s needs and intentions appear to have had
influence upon some aspect of the environment. A gambler needs the dice to
produce winning numbers; a healer wants clients to get well. The observer and
the organism may be the same, as when an individual is attempting to evaluate
whether they have been producing MMI effects.
The target is any aspect of the environment with which the organism appears to be interacting without access to presently understood means. For instance in ESP it can be a remote physical location or a hidden playing card; for
PK it can be the fall of dice or a physiological response. In an experiment it is
the aspect with which the organism has been requested to interact, or which is
being monitored to see if spontaneous interactions appear to be taking place.
Barriers are the situational factors which would appear to prevent any and
all presently understood means of interaction from taking place. In experiments they are generally put in place deliberately by the research team. They
can include distance, time, or shielding of some sort.
If we are to understand the relationship between the organism event (the behavior or the needs and their associated intentions) and the target, we must understand as much as we can the set of factors that might affect the characteristics of that organism event, so as to assess whether or not any of those factors
may bias the event to resemble the target.
Comparably, we must understand as much as we can about the set of factors
that might affect the characteristics of the target, to assess whether they might
bias the target to resemble the organism event.
There must be measurement and recording of the organism event in some
objective way, such as not to be influenced by knowledge of the target or its associated systems.
Comparably, there must be measurement and recording of the target event
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objectively such as not to be influenced by knowledge of the organism event or
its associated systems.
There must be a comparison of recordings at some stage to assess their degree of similarity using some specified criteria. Such comparison must either
be on a pre-specified objective basis, or else evaluated subjectively by evaluators who are prevented from being influenced by their biases through some formal procedure such as blind judging, as described below.
Generally there is a comparison with chance using a mathematical model to
estimate how often the obtained degree of similarity is likely to occur just by
chance. Various statistical procedures can be used, as described below. The exceptions are cases in which the effect is so anomalous that in the opinion of the
observer it is unlikely ever to occur by chance, such as certain large-scale PK
phenomena.
Once the above steps have taken place, the outcome can be evaluated in
terms of an inference of MMI by those sufficiently aware of the various components of the system and how they have interacted in the past that they can realistically assess the likelihood that the organism and target were linked
through presently understood means.
Application of the Model
By bearing in mind these component subsystems and their interactions, we
can now consider some of the ways that we can be misled in our attempts to interpret any specific evidence for MMI.
First, observers may have inadequate access to the other subsystems which
they need to observe. They may be denied this access, deliberately or accidentally, because they do not know what to observe or when and where to observe.
They may be given inaccurate information, deliberately or accidentally. They
may misperceive the information. They may have their attention diverted.
They may misinterpret or misremember the information. Secondary observers
may also degrade the information, deliberately or accidentally.
Second, there may be too much interaction among subsystems via presently
understood means. The two sets of antecedent factors, those affecting the organism and those affecting the target, may be interactive. One may influence
the other or they may share too many common influences. The barriers may be
less effective than anticipated. They may be weaker, they may be penetrated
via trickery, or the target and organism subsystems may emit and receive information in more ways than realized. There may also be too much interaction
among the two descriptive subsystems. Either may influence the other, or they
may themselves share factors not prevented by any barriers. Assessment of the
degree of correspondence may be biased unless a blind or objective comparison procedure is in place. Essentially, any interaction through conventional
means between any pair of subsystems on opposite sides of the barrier can influence the assessed degree of correspondence. Finally, the evaluation of the
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role of chance must be done carefully, with statistical models appropriate to
the design of the study and the measurements taken.
Third, there may be external systems which are capable of interacting with
some or all of the subsystems described above. Essentially, any external system that interacts through conventional means with one or more subsystems
on the organism side of the barrier and one or more subsystems on the target
side of the barrier can influence the assessed degree of correspondence. Such
an external system could be a researcher or confederate, or a common aspect of
the environment such as themes in the news or even the weather.
Adequate experimental design must take all of the above into account.
Many of the points made above are simply good normal scientific practice, but
such good practice can be difficult to apply in investigating anomalous effects
within complicated systems, a characteristic of most if not all MMI research.
There is no such thing as the perfect experiment although we can approximate
it. There are certain criticisms that can always be put forth and are essentially
unfalsifiable: undetected participant fraud; undetected artifact; improper implementation of procedure; inadequate description of the procedures used; experimenter or investigator fraud; and chance (unless the evidence in question
is so anomalous that it would not have occurred at all given our present scientific understanding). Such issues become of less concern once one is dealing
with effects that are readily obtainable under a variety of circumstances by
many researchers, and once one is involved in doing systematic model testing.
Translation into Experimental Designs
ESP Designs
An overview of ESP research designs can be found in Morris (1978, 1982).
Restricted choice designs evaluate the ability to be a good chooser from
amongst known alternatives. The targets are a series of objects or events drawn
from a set known to the receiver, such as the suits in a deck of cards or a set of
marked positions corresponding to the possible positions of hidden objects.
The order of the targets must be sufficiently randomized to eliminate its predictability or its similarity to any pattern of response by the receiver. The receiver knows the possibilities and makes a series of responses (like guesses)
which can then be compared objectively with the order of the actual targets to
assess whether the number of actual correspondences exceeds that expected by
chance to a meaningful extent. For an extended discussion of methodological
issues regarding such procedures, see Rhine et al. (1966).
Free response designs evaluate the ability to respond in some manner to a
qualitatively rich target such as a picture, film, or complex object. These targets are less restricted in content and form, such that the receiver produces impressions rather than choices, at least initially. The target must still be selected
randomly from among possible options so that the receiver cannot infer the
target characteristics. Evaluation of correspondence is more complicated and
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must be done blind, linked with whatever model is used for analysis. Three examples will illustrate. First, one can assign categories to the target material, as
in the Maimonides target slide pool (Honorton, 1975), which was a set of
slides representing all possible combinations of the presence and absence of
ten content categories; or the coded set of target location pictures developed by
Jahn, Dunne and Jahn (1980). In both cases the impressions of the receiver
could then be coded along similar dimensions and the number of correspondences compared against chance, making sure to take receiver biases toward
certain categories into account. Second, one could start with a pool of targets
preselected to be unlike each other such that one such pool is randomly selected from among available pools, then within that pool a target is randomly selected. The receiver produces a set of impressions: oral, written, or drawn,
which are then shown to a blind judge (in some designs the receiver serves also
as the judge) who must compare the description with each of the target possibilities in the pool. The judge may be asked to rate all on a scale of resemblance, or to rank each of the potential targets from most to least resemblance.
The ratings or rankings assigned to the correct targets are then compared to
those assigned to the non-targets to see if the difference in ratings exceeds that
which would be expected by chance (e.g. Honorton et al., 1990). A third strategy is to have raters assign degree of correspondence ratings to the targets and
corresponding impressions themselves, without controls, while remaining
blind as to which targets were from sessions of one kind as opposed to another
kind. This procedure can be used when comparing success rate between conditions, not as an absolute measure of success, given that raters are always aware
that the target for comparison is in fact the correct one. Examples of free response designs include the ganzfeld studies in which concealed pictures or
film clips serve as targets (e.g. Bem and Honorton, 1994) or the remote viewing studies in which targets were geographical locations (e.g. Puthoff and
Targ, 1976).
In somatic designs, the target has some property expected to provoke a shift
in somatic activity in the receiver. The relevant somatic system is monitored
and changes in its activity over time provide the measurement to be correlated
with the timing of the remote target event. In one kind of design, shifts in the
arousal of an agent or sender are manipulated, to see if they correlate with
shifts in the receiver’s arousal. In another design the receiver is suddenly presented with high or low arousal material, or startled in some way and receiver
arousal monitored throughout to see if there is any anticipatory shift in arousal
just prior to the stimulus onset, but before the receiver would have had conventional access to indicators that the stimulation was about to occur (e.g.
Bierman and Radin, 1997). In either design, somatic measures are taken under
conditions in which they are expected to be differentially active, such as high
and low conditions, stimulus vs. control period, and so on. Standard precautions against artifacts such as drift in arousal during a session must be taken
into account through counterbalancing of conditions or through the processing
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of the data itself. Appropriate statistical processing of the data can be done in
many ways. Successive measures taken from somatic systems can be heavily
intercorrelated and this must be taken into account when defining units of
analysis.
PK Designs
An overview of PK research designs can be found in Rush (1977, 1982).
In discrete outcome designs, the organism is designated as an agent, a source
of influence or information, and asked to affect mentally an event which has a
discrete set of possible outcomes, such as the fall of a die or the output of a
source of randomness linked to a display. For instance, the agent is given a set
of assigned outcomes, such as a counterbalanced or randomized order of the
digits one through six, and then asked to influence the consecutive mechanical
throws of dice to conform to the assigned instructions. At the end of a session
the number of occasions in which there was a correspondence can be compared to that expected by chance, or to a control condition (Radin and Ferrari,
1991). A similar design involves the use of sources of noise which produce an
output which can then be processed such as to produce a random bit stream,
which in turn can be used to drive a numeric or graphic display of some sort
(Radin and Nelson, 1989; Schmidt, 1987). The agent (sometimes called an operator in MMI research) is given instructions to bias the observed display in
different directions, such as the high aim vs. low aim vs. baseline triad of conditions used in the PEAR work (e.g. Jahn et al., 1997). Or they can attempt to
influence a property of a non-visual display, such as pitch of a tone or click rate
(e.g. Schmidt, 1973). In each case the instructions are compared with the observed outcomes and assessed with respect to the degree of resemblance expected by chance. Some designs use large numbers of bits per trial, summed in
some way to produce a single shift in the display, thus allowing the evaluation
of more complex patterns in the data and the testing of models about the nature
of the effect. These procedures are among the most theoretically useful in
MMI. Such designs illustrate that often more than one supposed psi or MMI
ability may be working in the same experiment. For instance, the agent may be
assigned a fixed instruction for each trial; or they may be given some freedom
to choose the target condition from trial to trial, so long as proper counterbalancing is maintained. Under the latter circumstances one might argue that the
results are interpretable as precognition just as easily as PK and some theorists
(e.g. May, Utts and Spottiswoode, 1995) have argued that all discrete outcome
studies are in principle interpretable within an ESP or anomalous cognition
(their preferred term) framework. Additionally, it could be argued that such
PK influences could occur in any process of target selection which incorporates a source of randomness, leading for instance to the selection of favorable
targets in a free response procedure. Sometimes such procedures are said to be
tests for “micro-PK” because in physical terms the effects appear very small.
Stable system designs involve attempts by an agent to influence the output
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of some sort of stabilized system, which has measurable fluctuations. One example would be the use of a partially closed physical system such as a thermistor in a sealed container, known to have low level fluctuations with a degree of
randomness to them. An agent would then be given a set of instructions to increase or decrease the recorded temperature in either a randomized or counterbalanced order, during a set of discrete epochs in the course of a session (e.g.
Schmeidler, 1973). A second example procedurally resembles the somatic designs described above. An agent is asked to influence the level of activity of a
biological system such as a rodent in a running wheel, the hemolysis rate of a
blood sample, or the physiologically monitored level of arousal in a human receiver. For the last, the design can be identical to the somatic design, but with
the emphasis placed on the active role of the agent rather than the receiver. As
above, there are assigned instructions to increase and decrease activity, plus no
influence control periods. These designs are often now referred to as DMILS
(Direct Mental Interaction with Living Systems) procedures (see Schlitz and
Braud, 1997, for an overview). In some DMILS procedures involving two people, when each is aware of and interested in the intentions of the study, either
or both could be actively involved; a successful session might be regarded as
ESP or PK, anomalous cognition or anomalous perturbation, and so on.
Static system designs involve attempts by the agent to induce movement or
changes in movement of a static system. These designs vary according to the
nature of the target system and basically involve isolating the system from
known means of influence, then monitoring it to see if any movements occur
when an agent is attempting to induce such movements (e.g. Rush, 1977,
1982). Statistical inference is less likely to be involved in these cases, as the
test system is set up such that any measured movement would itself be anomalous and, if correlated with an agent’s apparent intentions, indicative of an
MMI effect. Sometimes these procedures are regarded as involving “macroPK” because the effects are physically relatively large, obvious to the naked
eye in a given instance. Much less formal work has been done with such designs and the database is small. One problem is that such effects are much
more the kinds of effects produced by magicians’ strategies, which must be
thoroughly understood and guarded against when setting up the target system
and the measurement system as well (Hansen, 1990; Wiseman and Morris,
1994). It is thus especially important that static system designs have input
from magicians with relevant expertise, although magical expertise is very
useful for the other designs also, especially when working with individual
claimants. Truzzi (1997) provides an excellent overview of the many issues involved in the use of magicians in parapsychological/MMI research designs.
Interpretation of Results
Most researchers set up their designs in such a way that they are looking for
evidence of a causal linkage between organism mentation (mind) and target in
the environment (matter). The communication model presented above
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illustrates this. However, the existence of strong correspondence still leaves
open a host of other interpretations as well.
Recall this guideline: Essentially, any interaction through conventional
means between any pair of subsystems on opposite sides of the barrier can influence the assessed degree of correspondence. By similar reasoning, any interaction through non-conventional means between any pair of subsystems on
opposite sides of the barrier could also influence the assessed degree of correspondence. This opens the door to a variety of additional subcomponent interactions beyond those which may have been intended by the research team. In
any experimental system there may have been many different MMI effects
taking place to produce a given degree of correspondence, as has been noted in
detail elsewhere (e.g. Morris, 1975, 1980).
Comparable complications arise when considering the second guideline:
Essentially, any external system that interacts through conventional means
with one or more subsystems on the organism side of the barrier and one or
more subsystems on the target side of the barrier can influence the assessed degree of correspondence. Any external system interacting through non-conventional means with subsystems on both the organism and target sides of the barrier could influence the assessed degree of correspondence as well. This
external system could be a third party producing an ESP or PK interaction with
the subsystems (e.g. Honorton, 1976); or, it could be some situational or environmental factor such as those construed by Jung as responsible for synchronistic events (e.g. Bender, 1977). A related possibility is an external system interacting conventionally with one side and non-conventionally with the other.
For these reasons, it could be argued that the original communication model
offered above is too simplistic and should be expanded to acknowledge the diversity of interactions possible in any given experimental system using any of
the above kinds of designs. Some, such as Stanford (1978, 1981), have argued
that we are better off avoiding even the implication of communication and instead adopting a Conformance Behavior Model, which simply states that observed correspondences in parapsychology studies can be taken to represent a
conformance between target and organism and no more at this stage. Such an
approach does not forbid a process oriented research program in which specific models can be developed, refined, and tested empirically. For an overview of
these and other theoretical approaches within parapsychology, see Stokes
(1987).
Some Measurement Issues in Mind-Matter Research
Evaluation of the Null Hypothesis
Most of the conceptual issues involved in MMI measurement are the same
as those in any other area of research, about which much has been written. In
the remainder of this paper I would like to focus on some related issues which
have emerged within MMI research due to some of its unusual properties. A
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basic strategy mentioned throughout the design descriptions covered above is
the use of statistical tests to compare the degree of similarity between the target and organism descriptive systems with that which would be expected by
chance. This has essentially been regarded as a test of what has been called the
“null hypothesis,” the hypothesis that any observed differences are not real effects, but are within the range of those expected by chance. We take a model of
what would happen just by chance, generally a known distribution; we take the
observed outcome; and we calculate how often such an observed outcome
would occur just by chance alone.
This may produce a statement of the sort: The likelihood of X outcome or
more extreme occurring by chance alone is p < 0.01, therefore we reject the
null hypothesis. We must be careful in doing so, because the likelihood of X
occurring just by chance is not necessarily the likelihood that X is not due to
chance. In practice we tend to say, such outcomes rarely occur by chance, and
the less likely they are to occur by chance the more willing we are to assume
chance played less of a role. This is not unreasonable but we should remember
that the precision of the p-value we obtain is not to be transferred to the question of real interest, namely how likely was the observed result to be due to a
real effect.
An excellent coverage of these and related issues can be found in Gigerenzer
et al. (1989). They contrast the Fisherian approach described above, based on
comparisons of an observed outcome with that predicted under the null hypothesis, with the Neyman-Pearson approach of comparing two rival hypotheses, of testing one against the other, specifying the statistical outcome conditions under which one would be preferred over the other.
Comparison of observed departures from chance with models of chance distributions is used in evaluating the overall strength of an effect, for comparison
of outcomes among different conditions, for evaluating the strength of correlations with other variables, and for the assessment of patterns within the data
structure. For the reasons mentioned above and more, the assessment of the
strength of an effect is most suitably calculated (or estimated) as an effect size,
using any of several standard equations for doing so (e.g. Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1991). The effect size can then be taken into account in estimating the
power of any given study to detect such an effect to a significant extent
(Cohen, 1977).
The Problem of Psi Missing
In MMI research, we have the concept of psi missing, apparently meaningful
negative outcomes of the sort that would occur by chance significantly rarely.
These effects have seemed meaningful because they have often been consistently correlated with other variables that make sense, such as the “sheep-goat
effect,” the finding that those with negative attitudes toward MMI will score
below what is expected by chance (Palmer, 1977), or the various studies of
negative results during induced negative experimenter effects (e.g. Honorton,
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Ramsey and Cabbibo, 1975). Such negative departures have thus come to be
seen as evidence themselves for MMI effects. Conceptually psi missing has
been construed either as motivated miscommunication as in the sheep-goat effect, where participants produce the results they regard as confirming their
views (Lovitts, 1981), or as a kind of “wires crossed” misprocessing, e.g. by
consistent symbol confusions (Kelly et al., 1975). But taking psi missing seriously opens up some additional lines of reasoning.
Ordinarily when comparing outcomes with a chance distribution we specify
what regions of that distribution are of interest to us. If I have no interest in a
negative outcome, if I am prepared to regard any outcome in that direction as
simply a chance fluctuation, then I will use a one tail test, meaning that I have
increased power to detect my effect if it is there, but in exchange I must ignore
any outcome in the other direction, no matter how strong. If we are not careful
to specify the number of tails in advance, we can easily make an after the fact
decision, effectively allowing ourselves an extra opportunity to declare a significant outcome. This problem has been addressed by some by just reporting
effect sizes and related two tailed p-values, then allowing readers to draw their
own inferences.
However another problem is that we now have two kinds of measures of
MMI, positive deviations and negative deviations. Do they both mean the
same thing? They do not behave similarly in their relationship to other variables, and they would seem to involve somewhat different processing. One can
easily erect problematic examples in which, for instance, there is a strong negative effect size under condition A and a weak positive effect under condition
B. Assuming this differential is replicable, which condition is more conducive
to MMI effects?
If departures from chance can occur meaningfully in both directions, then
an additional strategy is to adopt variance measures in addition to or instead of
the success rates themselves. Once again, we can compare variance measures
with chance distributions and obtain variances that would occur by chance
very rarely, being either significantly high or significantly low. The latter
would mean that the obtained set of scores was consistently closer to chance
than would be expected by chance. Both kinds of variance results have already
been found in the research literature (e.g. Stanford, 1966; Whittlesey, 1960).
By adding in this measure of MMI effects we further complicate the picture,
however, and can continue to construct troublesome examples in which condition A has good results by one measure and poor results by another, with the
reverse true for condition B, and so on.
Do we conclude that both are producing MMI effects, that each produces a
specific kind of MMI effect with different processing involved; or do we regard one kind of departure from chance as more meaningful than others? For
practical applications it would seem best to focus on psi-hitting, but in general
we would want to understand the full range of MMI manifestations. And even
in practical terms the presence of highly complex patterns in databases, if they
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can be identified as specific to a particular participant or experimenter, may
provide us with a valuable tool to identify which organism(s) are involved in
the data production, thus addressing the experimenter psi aspect of the “Experimenter Effect” (Palmer, 1997; Schmeidler, 1997) very empirically.
Although psi hitting is how we have traditionally and pragmatically defined
success in communication, there have been attempts to combine several indicators through the use of samples predicting to the main data. Carpenter
(1983) used samples of data generated within a session to determine empirically whether the sample showed psi hitting or missing, combined with mood
indicators predictive of large or small variance, and then applied the appropriate test to the remaining data for the session, producing strong positive results
but with a large investment of time in generating the data. Too little work has
been done in this area. The techniques are easiest to apply in restricted choice
and discrete outcome studies and harder with analogue measures, but could
still be done. In addition to basic hitting rate, sample based predictions could
also be applied to variances in the values of correlations, differences among
conditions, complex internal patterns in the data, and so on. Burdick and Kelly
(1977) provide an extensive review of the main statistical methods used in
parapsychology and the many problems associated with their application to
the experimental database, along with recommendations for improvement.
Conclusion
The bottom line is that in MMI research, we use evaluation of overall resemblance between organism measure and target measure to estimate size of effect; and evaluation of differential resemblance to understand the underlying
processes and build models, just as we would with source and receiver measurements in any other study of communication. The creative energy of researchers has largely gone into identifying the basic research strategies needed
to rule out various alternative interpretations that have been offered by critics
for the MMI evidence; or, for many, attempting to demonstrate the reality of
MMI by statistical analyses which can be seriously questioned when used in
that context. Statistical evidence in itself is never sufficient as a contribution
to the corpus of scientific knowledge; it must be linked to a testable model or
even theory of some sort. Most research to date has involved relatively gross or
ad hoc measurement and unsystematic analysis techniques, not designed to extract the maximum information available to characterize degree of absolute or
differential resemblance. This situation is starting to change, but only to the
extent that we move on to the stage of understanding and not just demonstrating. Then we will be clearly beyond the stage of appearing to be studying a set
of effects having only negative definitions.
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